AWMS-2-LTH75
Dual vertical stack desk mount

The AWMS-2-LTH75 is a dual monitor
mount attached to a 29.5” post.
Bigger, heavier screens including curved
monitors and all-in-one PCs are easily
accommodated with this brilliantly
designed solution.

Set & Forget desk mounting solutions
Ideal for:

75 x 75
100 x 100

Flat: 40lb
Curved: 26.5lb

2 x flat or curved displays up to 32”* (16:9 aspect ratio)
2 x flat or curved displays up to 49”* (21:9 aspect ratio)
1 x flat screen displays up to 43” (16:9 aspect ratio)

This solution is part
of the Atdec AWM
modular family

Viewing angle

Upgradeable

Tool-free

additional arms can be
added in any of the 4 post
channels

independent display
position adjustment

Material

Advanced cable
management

100% recycable lightweight
yet durable aluminum

control via tilt/pan
function

Available in silver, black, or white

10 year warranty
* Please check the physical height of your displays (maximum allowed combined height is 40”)

Set & Forget desk mounting solutions
AWMS-2-LTH75
Indicative position of 2 x 49” ultra wide curved monitors with 21:9
aspect ratio.

Indicative position of 2 x32”
flat screen monitors with
16:9 aspect ratio.

Can be converted to support
single displays up to 43” in a
landscape or portrait orientation.

Set & Forget desk mounting solutions
Desk ﬁxing options (sold separately)
Desk Clamp
AWM-FH

Grommet clamp
AC-GC
Dual steel plate design
for extra strength and
stability. Fit decks up to
2.68” in thickness.

Utilises an existing
grommet hole or can
be used as bolt through
ﬁxing. The plate
provides extra stability
for heavy loads. Fits
grommet holes
2.36” - 3.15” in diameter.

Accessories
Mini PC mounting plate
AC-MP
Mini PCs can be attached
to the post using the
Atdec AC-MP plate.

Ordering AWMS-2-LTH75 and accessories
AWMS-2-LTH75 consists of

Desk fixing options:

Accessories:

1 x AWM-P75G 29.5” post

AWM-FH F-clamp

AC-MP mini PC mounting plate

2 x AWM-LC channel clamps

AC-GC grommet clamp

the following parts:

2 x AWM-LTH display heads
For all AWM components, add -S for silver, -B - for black and -W for white at the end of the main code.

Atdec Uncover™ is where
our inﬁnite mounting
possibilities become your
speciﬁc mounting solutions.

Call us on 888 303 4252
to discuss your next project or
visit atdec.com/workspace
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